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DEMONSTRATE 
INNOVATION WITH 
PURPOSE 
By sharing how we use 
technology to address the 
world’s most pressing 
challenges and advance 
scientific discovery 

INSPIRE 
INNOVATION WITH 
PURPOSE 
By leading a dialogue on 
engineering a brighter 
future through emerging 
technology 

RECOGNIZE 
INNOVATION WITH 
PURPOSE 
By highlighting our 
employees, partners and 
suppliers who help our 
customers meet their most 
pressing challenges 

Our Storytelling Goals 
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Identifying Opportunities… 
Adopt a Newsroom Mentality 

• Ask who’s creating the big ideas 
– 60,000 scientists, engineers & IT 

professionals have stories to tell… 

 
• Gather internal status reports 

– Interesting nuggets are often squirreled 
away in the day-to-day operations. 

 

• Step AWAY from your desk! 
– Talk to the experts. Go where they go. 

Grab coffee, observe meetings, tag 
along to conferences and events. 
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Shaping the Story 
Speaking of the Future Videos 

Fellows Speech Overview 

Nanotechnology Data Analytics 

Robotics Energy 

3 of 10 
Most Viewed Videos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each theme includes a video with our LM Fellows talking about future technologies that will shape our world.We promoted the Data Analytics and Robotics videos with YouTube advertising ($25K allocated budget) at the beginning of other YouTube videos with content that would indicate interest in topics like data analytics and robotics.The result was significantly increased view totals and interactions that likely wouldn’t have occurred otherwise. For instance, the promoted “Speaking of the Future: Data Analytics” video received over 50,000 views in the first six days it was published, while a recent F-35 video on the LM channel, “F-35 Completes Weapon Delivery Accuracy Test” garnered only 9,539 views in the same timeframe. (It should also be noted that the F-35 is the most popular organic social content we publish).Upcoming videos: Advanced Aeronautics (Feb. 24) and Scientific Discovery (Mar. 31)
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Shaping the Story 
Website Feature Articles  

+390% 
Page Views 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working closely with the Business Areas, we have created and curated a steady stream of informational feature stories, averaging about four stories per theme.Each story is published on LM.com and syndicated through LM News.Since we launched IWP, feature story page views has increased 390% over the previous period (344K vs. 70K)Even without the SR-72 story, it is still a 232% increaseLooking at the website as a whole, site visits increased 9% as measured by Google Analytics to 3.5 millionIWP content accounted for 16% of all visits (581K)Only homepage had more visits (1.7M); second behind IWP was job search (259K); top product page was F-35 (119K)
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Shaping the Story 
Consistent Graphic Treatments 
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Shaping the Story 
Listicles, Infographics & More 
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Shaping the Story 
Internal + External Channels 

20+ 
Experts Featured 

• Encourage employees to 
share stories with their own 
networks 
– Offer “exclusive extras” employees 

can in their own social profiles 
 

• Expand on your  
Intranet 
– Despite our best  

efforts, not everyone  
uses social media! 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have worked to include our employees in the conversation, both internally and externally.We have featured employees in social media elements for each theme, from encouraging fans to follow our subject matter experts, to a tweet chat on Quantum Computing, to a special Facebook application featuring our DARPA Robotics Challenge team.We have also had an internal employee series for each theme, beginning with ‘Behind the Bot’ for robotics, and now ‘Powering the Future’ for energy. 
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Sharing the Story 
Connecting with Online Audiences 

+41% 
Community Growth 

Speaking of the Future: Energy Video 

Rick Ambrose AIAA SciTech Speech / 3D Printing Infographic: 

BioMass feature: 

16K+ 
Engagements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to sharing campaign content and engaging with our followers on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Google+, we also explored new tactics in many of our social media channels.Most notably may be Marillyn Hewson’s LinkedIn Influencer profile, where we aim to have at least one post touch on our IWP theme.On Facebook, we developed apps to celebrate the DARPA Robotics Challenge team and to choose the top innovation of 2013On Twitter, we hosted one tweet chat already around Quantum computing, and have another in the works for National Engineers Week.All together, our community grew 27% since we launched the campaign, which is 41% more than the previous period.
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Sharing the Story  
Connecting with Online Audiences 

• Help the conversation start 
online…and allow it to 
continue offline 
– Tease a topic with language that 

invites a broad audience in, then 
build to more specific discussion 

 

• Invite experts to tell the 
story themselves 
– Tweet chats, Reddit AMAs, etc.  

offer a chance for SMEs and 
customers/partners  to shine 
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Sharing the Story 
Multipurposing for Media Engagements 

+5% 
Article Volume 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been proactively seeking opportunities to share our stories in both our targeted publications and technology publications through a list of bloggers.Our IWP media activity, particularly around Quantum and Cyber Security, helped us meet the goal of 5% increase in adjacent market media coverage over 1Q13 as measured by Salience in our target publication
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Inspiring Future Stories 
Thought Leadership on LinkedIn 

#2 
Most Social Company 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to sharing campaign content and engaging with our followers on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Google+, we also explored new tactics in many of our social media channels.Most notably may be Marillyn Hewson’s LinkedIn Influencer profile, where we aim to have at least one post touch on our IWP theme.On Facebook, we developed apps to celebrate the DARPA Robotics Challenge team and to choose the top innovation of 2013On Twitter, we hosted one tweet chat already around Quantum computing, and have another in the works for National Engineers Week.All together, our community grew 27% since we launched the campaign, which is 41% more than the previous period.
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Inspiring Future Stories 
Community Outreach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation with Purpose also became the theme for several industry and community outreach events, including trade shows and conferences, National Engineers Week and the USA Science & Engineering Festival.
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